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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  Studies of ancient rocks seem to ---- the 
theory that life began on Earth about 3,800 
million years ago.

A)   emerge  B)   emit

C)   vaccinate D)   undergo

  E)   confi rm

2.  In Russia, ---- American hot dogs are big 
favourites. They are eaten at lunch, dinner, 
and even breakfast. 

A)   conducted B)   participated

C)   omitted  D)   imported

  E)   folded

3.  Astronauts returning from long-duration 
missions ---- a challenge when they get back 
to Earth: standing up and walking.

A)   decrease  B)   convert

C)   persist  D)   fetch

  E)   encounter

4.  The capital and only large town of Sierra 
Leone is Freetown, which was ---- in 1787 as 
a settlement for freed American slaves.

A)   decayed  B)   emitted

C)   knocked  D)   faded

  E)   established

5.  It was during Queen Victoria’s reign that 
Britain ---- from an agricultural nation to an 
industrial one. 

A)   respected B)   shifted

C)   handled  D)   convinced

  E)   suffered

6.  Strangely enough, more than one research 
group has found that cocoa powder contains 
a substance that may actually ---- tooth 
decay.

A)   refer  B)   glance

C)   inhibit  D)   inspire

  E)   deserve

7.  Attacks on freedom of press are ---- to be 
attacks against international law, humanity, 
and freedom itself.

A)   considered B)   punished

C)   scanned  D)   covered

  E)   prayed

8.  If you compare euro coins, you will see that 
on one side there is a design ---- the country 
it was made in. 

A)   colliding  B)   surviving

C)   representing D)   imitating

  E)   reducing 
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9.  The fastest ever passenger plane, the 
Concorde, was ---- by a team of French and 
British engineers. Now it is out of service.

A)   intended  B)   designed

C)   depicted  D)   hindered

  E)   overheard

10.  Trees put out new leaves which ---- the 
sunlight and use its energy to make the tree 
grow. 

A)   refuse  B)   observe

C)   collide  D)   omit

  E)   hold

11.  Europe ---- all the way from the Arctic in the 
north to the Mediterranean Sea in the south, 
and from the Atlantic Ocean in the west to 
Asia in the east.

A)   prohibits  B)   justifi es

C)   insists  D)   stretches

  E)   occurs

12.  Today, the yo-yo is a part of every child’s toy 
cupboard. Most kids love playing with it and 
---- their skills. 

A)   persisting B)   confi ding

C)   detaining  D)   labelling

  E)   demonstrating 

13. Cairo ---- new customs and industries 
with old traditions. Some people dress in 
business suits, while others wear traditional 
clothing. 

A)   deals  B)   hurries

C)   copes  D)   slices

  E)   blends

14. The Ajanta caves in India were built in 200 
BC. Then they were ---- and lay forgotten for 
centuries till their re-discovery in 1816.

A)   recognised B)   admired

C)   supplemented D)   deserted

  E)   adored

15. Water ---- to temperature change much more 
slowly than does land. It takes longer to heat 
water, and longer for it to cool down. 

A)   admits  B)   refuses

C)   responds D)   sustains

  E)   refrains

16. Tea has existed as a beverage since 2000 BC. 
The ----, serving, and drinking of tea are age-
old rituals throughout the world.

A)   sustaining B)   electing

C)   torturing  D)   colliding

  E)   brewing
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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Mark was ---- by his grandparents because 
his parents were killed in a plane crash.

A)   come across B)   brought up

C)   fallen through D)   dropped in 

  E)   put off

2. The local government is going to ---- the 
shanty houses and put up modern buildings 
instead. 

A)   make out  B)   keep on

C)   turn up  D)   pull down

  E)   run out

3. Everybody says Mike ---- his uncle, but I don’t 
think he looks like him at all.

A)   turn away B)   take after

C)   wear out  D)   set off

  E)   look down

4. When the manager ---- the young worker 
in front of his friends, he got furious and 
attacked him. 

A)   put across B)   stood for

C)   told off  D)   heard of

  E)   found out

5. Kate has decided to leave her fl atmate and 
rent an apartment by herself because they 
couldn’t ----.

A)   go off  B)   make for

C)   lay off  D)   break into

  E)   get along

6. I can’t ---- what you mean, so I need you to 
tell the story slowly and clearly so that I can 
understand.

A)   draw back B)   fi gure out

C)   check in  D)   hand in

  E)   give out

7. Even a very bad idea might ---- a meaningful 
solution if it is not pushed aside too quickly, 
so even the apparently worst idea must be 
considered.

A)   look down B)   put off

C)   point out  D)   take after

  E)   turn down

8. Galileo was the fi rst astronomer to use what 
we call science to ---- what the universe was 
made of.

A)   stand by  B)   fi nd out

C)   go out  D)   get through

  E)   hand in
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9. Blood ---- waste products, like carbon 
dioxide, from our cells to keep our body 
clean. 

A)   turns out  B)   lets down

C)   carries away D)   looks up

  E)   turns into  

10.  A strong heart helps you to ---- more oxygen 
with each breath and transport it to the 
different muscles of the body.

A)   call out  B)   fall behind

C)   take in  D)   go ahead

  E)   pay off

11.  Traditional crafts, which could have 
been ---- through generations, are slowly 
disappearing, which is a great shame and a 
terrible loss. 

A)   got on  B)   handed down

C)   kept away D)   stood for

  E)   turned off

12. When the Roman Empire collapsed, different 
parts of Europe were ---- by different tribes. 

A)   looked into B)   got up

C)   cheered up D)   taken over

  E)   come off

13.  In 1492, Christopher Columbus and his 
sailors ---- from Spain to reach India. But 
instead of reaching India, they discovered the 
Bahamas.

A)   checked in B)   fi gured out

C)   set out  D)   fell through

  E)   gave in

14.  Little children have to be reminded to go 
to bed. Otherwise, they will ---- as long as 
possible. 

A)   cut it out  B)   bring it up

C)   put it off  D)   sort it out

  E)   look it up

15.  Roasted chestnuts should always be peeled 
while they’re still warm. If they cool too 
much, the shell won’t ----.

A)   come off  B)   wear out

C)   set up  D)   put across

  E)   look for

16.  The sensation of fatigue may be 
stress-related, especially when you ---- 
emotional stress. 

A)   get out  B)   turn down

C)   go through D)   look up

  E)   take after
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